Riviera International Academy
Assignment-2077
(Shrawan 18, 2077, Sunday)
Class: Seven
Subject- Social Studies

Project Guidelines (Nepali Folk Culture):

Introduction:
We studied about the folk culture of Nepal recently. We discussed and watched several videos
on folk culture (instruments, music, and dance forms) in our society. In this project, you are
delving deep into one of the topics from our folk culture that you would like to share about.
You can interview any folk singer (try to find out someone on the internet and, talk to him via
online and ask him/her about different aspects of it, you can sing a folk song using some
instrument and describe about it, you can make a model of some musical instrument and
explain about it (or you could make a DIY video of making the model of the musical
instrument), create a presentation, perform some folk dance, and so.
There is the National Folk Musical Instruments Museum in Tripureshwor (Number: 014242741). You could call them and ask if they know someone that you could interview.
Steps:
1. Share about what you are going to do and we will discuss if it’s feasible or not.
2. Work on the topic. Research a lot! Read about it. Watch some videos. Ask your parents
and educate yourself!
3. Work on the first draft of the project and share it with me (and the class too, that is, if
you want).
4. I will give you some suggestions on the first draft which will motivate you to work on it
and make your final project a success.
Deadlines:
1. Choosing the topic: Shrawan 12
2. Discussion on the topic/Finalization of the topic: Shrawan 13/14
3. Sharing of the first draft of the project: Shrawan 16
4. Sharing of the final project: Shrawan 20

Subject- English

Subject- Mathematics

Subject- Science
• Draw a neat and labelled diagram of distillation.

The End.

